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ABSTRACT
At present, approximate multipliers are used in the image processing applications. These approximate multipliers are designed with the
help of higher order compressors to decrease the number of addition stages involved for the lessening stages. The approximate
computing is the best technique to improve the power efficiency and reduce delay path. With the use of approximate computing
multiple compressors are designed. In this paper, 10:2 compressors are designed and implemented in the 32-bit multiplier and compared
with the exact 32-bit multipliers. The proposed higher bit compressors along with the lower bit compressors are implemented to reduce
the delay of the design. This type of digital circuits has much significance in measurement technologies, for enabling fast and accurate
measurements. With the use of approximate compressors, the result may be ineffective, but the power consumption and delay are
getting reduced. Hence, these proposed multipliers are only implemented the digital signal processing applications, where there is need
for combining two or more signals. The proposed multiplier is used for implementing FIR filter resulted 27 ns delay which is far better
than the exact multiplier having 119 ns. These multipliers also used in image processing applications and PSNR of image has been
employed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In digital signal processing applications multipliers plays an
important role in complex arithmetic operations. Here, the
approximate computing methods are used to lessen the power
consumption. Hence approximate multipliers came into the
existence and these approximate multipliers are widely used in
the Digital Signal Processing applications to lessen the power
consumption [1]-[4]. The complex multipliers used in the DSP
applications are replaced with these approximate multipliers.
These can perform multiple operations like filtering,
convolution, and correlation of the digital signals. To perform
these complex multiplications multipliers, adders and shifters are
widely used. Here, designing of the multiplier is the hardest part
in the design of the DSP. These multipliers consume more power
compared with the remaining adders and shifters.
In multiplication process there is a propagation of partial
products, alignment of partial products, and lessens the partial
products finally addition all these partial products. Reducing the
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partial products count requires more time and power consuming.
Multiple techniques are implemented to overcome this issue. The
approximate computing technique gives the better results
compared to all the previous techniques. Hence approximate
adders came into existence and then compressors are designed
for the addition of multiple bits [5]-[8]. Higher order
compressors are required and lessen delay of addition process.
With the use of these approximate compressors approximate
multipliers are designed to improve the performance of the
Digital Signal Processing applications.
The exact multipliers are consuming high speed and require
huge delay to obtain exact outputs. Due to these exact
multipliers, there is only one major defect is that it can’t optimize
further while using multiple techniques [9]-[11]. Hence for the
image processing and signal processing applications accept the
errors data and gives the modulated signals. Hence approximate
compressors and multipliers came into existence and lessen the
power consumption along with delay reduction due to the carry
bits in the addition process. Due to these approximate multipliers
approximate results are obtained and these are sufficient for the
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combining of the two signals. The approximate compressors are
designed to reduce the computation occurred in the addition
process [12]-[15]. Hence a greater number of inputs are added to
produce only two outputs called as sum and carry bits and
another one more output is also attained called as carry out. In
general, 4:2 compressors are widely used, and these give the
better results when compared to the previous architectures.
Hence with the use of these approximate compressors the partial
products are gets reduced and the adder count (gate count) is also
reduced.
The approximate compressors widely used [16], [17] in
multipliers to reduce the power to improve the performance of
the circuit. Hence these approximate multipliers need some extra
compressors to improve its performance. Then the higher order
compressors came into the existence and 10:2 compressors are
designed. The lower order compressors require more power
consumption of the higher order multipliers is also yields better
results [18], [19] when compared to the approximate multipliers
using with the lower order compressors. In this paper, a new 32bit approximate multiplier is designed with the use of higher
order compressors achieves low power consumption and lesser
delay along with the less error rate.
2. DESIGN OF COMPRESSORS
A compressor is a combination circuit having multiple inputs
and multiple outputs, the outputs consist of one sum bit and one
carry bit along with these multiple carry propagating bits are also
generated according to their input bit length [6] as shown in
Figure 1. Here, the compressors are adding multiple bits which
have same bit length and add the inputs of different bit lengths.
These compressors are used in the decrease the partial
products generated in multiplication process and these are
implemented to add the multiple partial products into two partial
outputs along with a carry propagating bit. According to the
multiplier bit length these compressors are designed to reduce
the partial product count [9]. Due to these approximate
compressors the addition of partial products is done easily.
2.1. 4:2 compressor

The basic 4:2 compressor consists of 4 inputs, and it gives
only two outputs known as sum and carry bit along with these
input and output pins one more input pin is added to the
compressor called as carry in and it gives one more output called
are carry out is shown in Figure 2. The carry out generated from
the compressor is propagated to the next bit positions. Hence
these compressors generally have multiple input and multiple
outputs
𝑋1 + 𝑋2 + 𝑋3 + 𝑋4 + 𝐶𝐼𝑁
= 𝑆𝑢𝑚 + 2 ∗ (𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑦 + 𝐶𝑖𝑛) .

Figure 2. 4:2 compressor schematic diagram.

adder count. In general, huge adder count and produce high
power consumption [20]. Here, in the proposed higher order
compressors XOR gates and MUX are used to reduce the
operation time along with the power consumption and is shown
in Figure 3. The higher order compressors are replaced with the
normal adders without any disturbance in their truth tables.
In approximate compressors the output is obtained based on
the input combinations. Here the output is either directly taken
from the input or a small calculation is used. In the exact
compressors the output is calculated exactly based on the
multiple gates and equations. Hence in the approximate
compressors the performance is improved in terms of delay and
power.
With the same approach for 4:2 compressor has been
designed as shown in Figure 4. The 4:2 compressors are the basic
compressor used in designing every multiplier. In the proposed
system the delay is getting reduced due to the termination of
carry signals and the carry is not propagated to the next bits, due
to this the delay is getting reduced in the proposed system. The
proposed design is implemented with the XOR gates and
multiplexers to reduce the delay and power consumption.
The 8:2 approximate compressors are implemented. The
XOR-MUX implementation of 8:2 compressor is shown in
Figure 5.

(1)

2.2. Design of 10:2 compressor

The higher order compressor is implemented in the proposed
approximate multipliers for the partial product reduction and

Figure 1. N:2 Compressors schematic diagram.
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Figure 3. Conventional implementation of 3:2 compressors.
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Figure 4. Block diagram of 4:2 Compressor using XOR-MUX.

Figure 5. Block diagram of proposed 10:2 compressor based on XOR-MUX modules.

While using the higher order compressors a greater number
of bits are calculated at the same time, while calculating greater
number of bits at the same the power consumption is getting
reduced which leads to improve the performance of the circuits.
With the use of approximate computing there is an occurrence
of error is very high due to the reduction of the carry bits. Hence
the lower order compressors are consuming high power although
they are producing error outputs. While adding multiple bits at
the same time a greater number of lower order circuits are used
which consumes more power consumption and delay is also
increased. To overcome this issue higher order compressor are
designed to perform the multi-bit addition. The 10:2 compressor
is having only 10 inputs and it gives only 2 outputs [22], [23]. This
compressor has fourteen XOR gates and six multiplexers. Each
XOR gate receives two primary inputs and it generates single
output. Outputs of the XOR gates are propagating to the
multiplexers in which the final multiplexer will generate the carry
bit and the final XOR gate generate the sum output.
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3. DESIGN OF 32-BIT APPROXIMATE MULTIPLIER
To obtain the exact multiplication there is a use of exact
compressors in the multiplication design process. For the
approximate multipliers approximate compressors are utilized
where complex multiplication process is implemented. These
approximate compressors are implemented in the DCT
applications like image processing and signal processing. Here,
32-bit approximate multipliers are implemented. In this paper
higher order compressor means a 10:2 compressor are designed
and implemented in the 32-bit approximate multipliers. Design
of 32-bit approximate multipliers both higher order and lower
order compressors are implemented to reduce the adder count
and delay of the multipliers.
In exact multipliers the output is calculated by using the
normal adders which gives the accurate results which consume
more power consumption. In the approximate multipliers higher
order circuits are used to reduce the partial product generation
and reduce the delay by neglecting the carry propagation to the
next bits. Hence the power consumption is reduced in
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approximate multipliers compared with the exact multipliers. 8bit approximate multiplier with reduction stages is shown in
Figure 6.
The proposed higher order approximate multiplier is having
higher compressor like 10:2 compressor along with these lower
order compressors like 8:2, 4:2 compressors are also used in this
design. The proposed higher order compressors are designed
with multiplexers and XOR gates only. The proposed multiplier
is having only 3 addition stages which are very less compared to
the design of multipliers with the use of lower order
compressors. Hence, it is clearly showing that the previous
approximate and exact multipliers are not sufficient to design the
FIR filters.
4. SIMULATION RESULTS

Figure 6. 8-bit approximate multiplier with reduction stages.

In this section, the proposed multiplier is implemented in
Xilinx ISE design suite with the help of Verilog HDL. Figure 7
shows the simulation results obtained in the Xilinx ISIM
simulator where the inputs are a and b and the output of the
multiplier is obtained at the y signal of the exact multiplier.

Figure 7. Simulation result of the 32-bit exact multiplier.

Figure 8. Technology schematic of the 32-bit exact multiplier.
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Figure 9. Simulation result of the 32-bit approximate multiplier.

The proposed multiplier in which the logic of the proposed
design is converted into the LUT’s (Look Up Tables) which are
already pre-existed in the Xilinx tools it shows that how many
number of LUT’s and IOB’s are utilized for the design. The
proposed multipliers are used in the FIR filters to multiply the
message signal and carrier signal. For this process generally exact
multipliers are used, due to the exact multipliers the power
consumption and delay are increased and there is a reduction of
excess terms to remove all these extra processes the proposed
approximate multipliers are used in the FIR filter applications.
Technology schematic of the 32-bit Exact multiplier is shown in
Figure 8.
Figure 9 show that the simulation results of the proposed 32bit approximate multiplier, where these results are quite different
from the exact multipliers due to the usage of the approximate
compressors in the proposed design.
The proposed approximate multiplier is completely designed
based on the approximate computing. In the approximate
computing the output is calculated approximately to reduce the
power consumption and delay. Table 1 shows a comparison of
16- and 32-bit exact and approximate multipliers and Table 2
shows a comparison of 32-bit exact and approximate multipliers
in FIR filters.

these proposed approximate multipliers are suitable for the
convolution and correlation processes.

5. APPLICATIONS

[2]

In this project work a modified 10:2 compressor based on
XOR-MUX modules are implemented. Using this proposed
compressor, a 32-bit multiplier is designed. The proposed design
obtains better results. The proposed multiplier used in
multimedia processing for the purposed of 2 different image
multiplications and then Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is
employed. The data transmission in Digital Signal processing
applications requires the convolution and correlation process
instead of actual multiplication. Hence the proposed
approximate multiplier does not achieve the 100 % accuracy, but
Table 1. Comparison of 8, 16 and 32-bit exact and approximate multipliers.
MULTIPLIER

DELAY (ns)

LUT COUNT

Exact 8-bit
Approximate 8-bit
Exact 16-bit
Approximate 16- bit
Exact 32-bit
Approximate 32-bit

7.664
2.969
12.007
4.689
20.55
18.898

124
84
551
242
2255
1705

6. CONCLUSION
Approximate 32-bit multipliers are implemented using the
modified 10:2 compressor. Approximate multipliers provide
better results when compared with the exact multipliers. The
proposed multiplier achieves better PSNR values with the
previous designs. The accuracy of the image those are processed
shows that our proposed multipliers are very effective compared
to the exact multipliers. The proposed approximate multiplier is
best for the multimedia applications where there is a need of
combining two or more signals without any exact output. These
proposed approximate multipliers are only used in the
multimedia and signal processing applications only. Hence the
proposed approximate multiplier achieves better results
compared to the previous architectures.
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